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ABSTRACT
Introduction Although various treatments exist for 
depression in patients with spinal cord injury (SCI), 
the comparative effects and relationships between 
these treatments have not been clearly presented. This 
study aims to present comprehensive evidence for the 
treatment of major depressive disorder or dysthymic 
disorder in patients with SCI by comparing the therapeutic 
and adverse effects of pharmacological and non- 
pharmacological treatments through a systematic review 
and network meta- analysis.
Methods and analysis We will search for studies in 
five databases (Medline, Central, Embase, PsycINFO and 
CHINAL) as well as clinical trial registries (US National 
Institutes of Health Ongoing Trials Register  ClinicalTrials. 
gov (www.clinicaltrials.gov), WHO International Clinical 
Trials Registry Platform (www.who.int/trialsearch)) 
and grey literature (Google Scholar). The references of 
the included studies, previous systematic reviews and 
meta- analyses will be reviewed. Study selection, data 
extraction and quality and risk of bias assessments will be 
independently performed by two authors (JMH and WSC), 
and disagreements will be resolved by discussion with 
JHK. Moreover, a Bayesian network meta- analysis will be 
performed using R software.
Ethics and dissemination Our systematic review and 
network meta- analysis will be performed based on existing 
studies; thus, we did not seek ethical approval. Our results 
will be published in a peer- reviewed journal and presented 
at both domestic and international conferences.

INTRODUCTION
In the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 
of Mental Disorders, fifth edition (DSM- 
V), depression is classified as a depres-
sive disorder1 that requires treatment as 
persistent feelings of depression and hope-
lessness are difficult to overcome without 
assistance.2 To be diagnosed with depression, 
either depressed mood or loss of interest 
or pleasure must be present for at least 

2 weeks.3 Dysthymic (persistent depressive) 
disorder (DD), a chronic form of depres-
sion, is a depressed mood that persists for at 
least 1 year in children and at least 2 years in 
adults.4 Two or more of the following symp-
toms are presented: poor appetite or over-
eating, insomnia or hypersomnia, low energy 
or fatigue, low self- esteem, poor concentra-
tion or difficulty making decisions and feel-
ings of hopelessness.5

Depression is a common illness that 
affects about 3.8% of the world’s popula-
tion.6 7 Depression can become a serious 
health condition when it recurs with 
moderate or severe intensity, and in the worst 
case, depression can lead to suicide.7 More 
than 700 000 people were reported by WHO 
to die of suicide every year.7 Recently, the 
incidence of depression has been increasing 
worldwide8 9; the comparison of depression 

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY
 ⇒ This study is a systematic review protocol for de-
pression treatment in patients with spinal cord 
injury.

 ⇒ This protocol follows the Preferred Reporting 
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta- Analyses 
(PRISMA) Protocols guidelines and the PRISMA ex-
tension statement for reporting systematic reviews 
incorporating network meta- analyses of healthcare 
interventions.

 ⇒ A network meta- analysis will be performed to com-
pare the therapeutic and adverse effects of various 
treatments.

 ⇒ The heterogeneity and level of evidence of the vari-
ous studies may affect the implications of our study.

 ⇒ It may not be possible to combine both randomised 
controlled trials and non- randomised controlled tri-
als in a single network meta- analysis.
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incident cases in 1990 and 2017 showed 172 million in 
1990 and 25.8 million in 2017; thus, an increased rate of 
49.86% was confirmed.10 WHO has predicted that the 
burden caused by depression will reach its peak in 2030.8 9

Depression is more likely to occur in people who have 
experienced adverse events such as accidents, bereave-
ments or unemployment; various factors such as social, 
psychological and biological can influence the develop-
ment of depression.7 In addition, psychosocial function 
is reduced in individuals with severe depression,9 11 and 
the likelihood of suicide ideation has been reported to 
be 7.8 times higher in individuals with depressive symp-
toms than in those without.9 12 The severity of depression 
depends on many factors, such as age, sex, social status, 
income level, marital status and health condition. In 
a study analysing data of 749 491 adults with physical/
sensory disabilities in Taiwan, the incidence of depression 
in adults with physical/sensory disabilities was 6.29 per 
1000 person- years, which is 3.7 times higher than that of 
the general population.13

Spinal cord injury (SCI) is caused by a disease or a 
sudden accident, and physical function deteriorates 
according to the degree of SCI level. Most patients with 
SCI experience a major change in their life after the 
injury.14 Depression is one of the most common mental 
health problems in patients with SCI, with one in five 
people experiencing depression a year after the onset 
of SCI and 40% of patients with depression during reha-
bilitation.15 In addition to the temporary shock at the 
beginning of the disability, patients with SCI experience 
low self- esteem, depression, feelings of alienation and 
anxiety16 17 because of impaired activities of daily living 
and the resultant interruption in social and economic 
activities.16 18 Major depressive disorder (MDD) has been 
observed in more than 25% of the patients with SCI living 
in the community.19 20 Depression in patients with SCI is 
also associated with prolonged hospitalisation and high 
medical costs. It has a negative impact on short and long- 
term rehabilitation because of high suicide risk and low 
motivation to return to daily life.21–27

For patients diagnosed with depression, pharmaco-
logical treatment should be considered the first line of 
treatment.28–32 Antidepressant selection should consider 
the specific symptoms of individual patients and various 
clinical criteria.2 33 Major considerations include target 
symptoms, adverse effects, efficacy and the patient’s reac-
tion to past medications.2 Previous studies have shown 
that combined medication and talk therapy, cognitive–
behavioural therapy and exercise programmes effec-
tively treat depression in patients with SCI. However, 
further studies are needed to determine the most effec-
tive intervention for treating depression in patients with 
SCI.15 Nevertheless, there has been no reliable evidence 
published for the therapeutic and adverse effects of 
medications for depression in patients with SCI. Further-
more, effective priorities of interventions for the treat-
ment of depression in patients with SCI have not been 
identified to date because the effects of pharmacological 

treatments have not been directly compared with non- 
pharmacological treatments, such as exercise and psycho-
therapy, which have recently been in increasing demand.2 
Therefore, to provide the highest level of evidence on the 
treatment of depression in patients with SCI, this study 
aims to compare the therapeutic and adverse effects of 
pharmacological treatment and non- pharmacological 
treatment for MDD or DD in patients with SCI through a 
systematic review and network meta- analysis.

Review question
Which treatment is most effective for the treatment of 
MDD or DD in patients with SCI?

Objective
This study aims to compare the therapeutic and adverse 
effects of pharmacological and non- pharmacological 
treatments for MDD or DD in patients with SCI through 
a systematic review and network meta- analysis and to 
provide the highest level of evidence on the treatment of 
depression in patients with SCI.

METHODS AND ANALYSIS
We report this protocol according to the Preferred 
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta- 
Analyses (PRISMA) Protocols guidelines34 and the 
PRISMA extension statement for reporting of systematic 
reviews incorporating network meta- analyses of health-
care interventions.35

Study eligibility criteria
Inclusion criteria
Types of participants
We will include studies with adult patients (≥18 years old) 
with SCI and MDD or DD regardless of SCI aetiology. In 
addition, we will include studies with patients who have 
been diagnosed with MDD or DD based on the DSM- III36 
or more recent criteria (including cases diagnosed using 
evaluation tools other than the DSM developed after 
1980). The period after diagnosis of SCI in patients in 
previous studies will not serve as a limitation.

Types of study designs
We will include randomised controlled trials as well 
as non- randomised controlled trials. Before- and- after 
studies, quasi- randomised trials and case reports will be 
excluded.

Types of interventions
Antidepressants (selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors 
(SSRI), serotonin- norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors 
(SNRI), tricyclic antidepressants (TCA), mirtazapine, 
agomelatine, bupropion, vortioxetine, moclobe-
mide, tianeptine, trazodone), atypical antipsychotics 
(quetiapine, aripiprazole), lithium, thyroid hormones 
(cinacalcet, lecithin iodide, levothyroxine, liothyronine, 
potassium iodide) and psychostimulants (methylpheni-
date, modafinil) have been selected as intervention drugs 
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according to the guidelines for the treatment of depres-
sion from the Korean Academy of Medical Sciences.37

Comparisons
The comparator for this study intervention is placebo or 
any other intervention, including non- pharmacological 
treatment, such as exercise and psychotherapy.

Outcomes
Primary outcome

 ► Severity of depressive symptoms.

Secondary outcome
 ► Anxiety.
 ► Pain.
 ► Sleep disorder.
 ► SCI- related disability.
 ► Social participation.
 ► Quality of life.
 ► Adverse effects.
 ► Adherence and tolerability.

Exclusion criteria
 ► Studies that did not report separate outcomes for 

patients with SCI and MDD or DD.
 ► Studies that applied the DSM- II38 or earlier diagnostic 

criteria.
 ► Studies containing data that cannot be extracted, and 

the correct data cannot be obtained by contacting the 
authors.

Information sources
We will search for studies in five databases (Medline, 
Central, Embase, PsycINFO and CHINAL) as well as 
clinical trial registries (US National Institutes of Health 
Ongoing Trials Register  ClinicalTrials. gov (www.clinical-
trials.gov), WHO International Clinical Trials Registry 
Platform (www.who.int/trialsearch)) and grey literature 
(Google Scholar). The references of the included studies, 
previous systematic reviews and meta- analyses will be 
reviewed. Studies conducted since the development of 
the DSM- III in 1980 will be included.36

Search strategy
The search strategy was established by author JMH using 
keywords related to SCI, depression, antidepressants, atyp-
ical antipsychotics, lithium, thyroid hormones, psycho-
stimulants, exercise, psychotherapy, etc. The full search 
strategy is presented in online supplemental appendix 1. 
Author JMH will collect studies using these search strate-
gies and will remove duplicate studies.

Data management
ENDNOTE V.X9 will be used for the study selection and 
reference management. In addition, studies retrieved 
through database search will be managed with ENDNOTE 
V.X9. Duplicate studies exclusion will be carried out in 
two steps: (1) using the automatic deduplication function 

of ENDNOTE V.X9 and (2) comparing authors, year, 
data, etc.

Selection process
The study selection process will consist of two steps 
(step 1: reviewing titles and abstracts; step 2: full- text 
review). First, two review authors (JMH and WSC) will 
independently screen the study titles and abstracts. Two 
authors (JMH and WSC) will independently review the 
full texts of the selected studies based on the title and 
abstract, and the results will be reviewed and reported 
by JMH. Disagreements in the study selection process 
between the two authors will be resolved by discussion 
with author JHK. Our study selection process will be 
reported using a PRISMA flow diagram.

Data collection process
Data collection will be independently performed by two 
authors (JMH and WSC). Disagreements in the data 
extracted by the two authors will be resolved by discus-
sion with JHK.

Data items
The following types of data will be collected: method-
ology (eg, date of the study, study design, study setting, 
total study duration, details on the duration of the inter-
vention, research centre, location and withdrawals); 
participants (eg, the total number and number of each 
group, inclusion and exclusion criteria, mean age, age 
range, severity and duration of the condition, diagnostic 
criteria, physical or mental comorbidity, duration of 
SCI); intervention (eg, number of intervention groups, 
types of interventions and comparisons, critical details 
about the intervention (eg, dosage, compliance, delivery 
quality, concomitant drugs and prohibited drugs); results 
(eg, details of outcome measurement, outcomes, timing 
of outcome measurement and reporting, and adverse 
events); analysis (eg, statistical techniques, unit of anal-
ysis for each result); and other (eg, type of publication 
and year of publication, authors and journal, funding for 
the trial and notable conflicts of interest of trial authors).

Outcomes and prioritisation
We will include studies evaluating intervention outcomes 
using well- established and validated questionnaires. The 
primary outcome is the severity of depressive symptoms 
(eg, it could be the Patient Health Questionnaire- 9 Item, 
Hamilton Depression Rating Scale or Maier- Philipp 
Severity subscale). Secondary outcomes are anxiety (eg, 
it could be the Generalised Anxiety Disorder- 7 Scale), 
pain (eg, it could be the Visual Analogue Scale), sleep 
disorder (eg, it could be the General Sleep Disturbance 
Scale), SCI- related disability (eg, it could be the Sheehan 
Disability Scale), social participation (eg, it could be the 
Craig Handicap Assessment and Reporting Technique), 
quality of life (eg, it could be the EuroQol- 5Dimention 
or WHO Quality of Life assessment instrument), adverse 
effects, adherence and tolerability. If at least one of the 
outcome lists presented by us is also presented in the 
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primary literature, we plan to analyse and include it in 
the study.

Geometry of the network
A network plot, which is mainly composed of nodes and 
lines, where the size of the node represents the number 
of subjects, and the thickness of the line represents 
the number of studies,39 will be drawn using R V.4.1.1. 
software.

Risk of bias within individual studies
Two authors (JMH and WSC) will independently assess 
the risk of bias in randomised controlled trials. This will 
be accomplished using the Cochrane risk of bias tool 
for randomised trials (RoB) version 1.40 This consists of 
seven evaluation domains (random sequence generation, 
allocation concealment, blinding of participants and 
personnel, blinding of outcome assessment, incomplete 
outcome data, selective outcome reporting and other 
bias). The risk of bias in non- randomised controlled trials 
will be assessed by two authors (JMH and WSC) using 
the Risk of Bias Assessment tool for Non- randomised 
Studies,41 which consists of six domains (selection of 
participants, confounding variables, measurement of 
intervention, blinding for outcome assessment, incom-
plete outcome data and selective outcome reporting). 
The results of assessment will be reviewed and reported by 
author JMH, and disagreements between the two authors 
will be resolved on discussion with JHK.

Summary measures
We will use OR and 95% CIs for dichotomous outcomes. 
For continuous outcomes, we will use standardised mean 
differences with 95% CIs (if studies measure the same 
outcome using different tools) or use mean differences 
with 95% CIs when all studies used the same measure-
ment tool. To rank the treatments for each outcome 
by probability of best treatment, we will use the surface 
under the cumulative ranking curve and the mean ranks.

Planned methods of analysis
Pairwise analysis
For pair- wise analysis, we will use RevMan V.5.4. We will 
choose a random- effect model or a fixed- effect model, 
according to the degree of heterogeneity. In cases where 
significant heterogeneity exists, a random- effect model 
will be used. In cases where there is no substantial hetero-
geneity, a fixed- effect model will be used. If pairwise anal-
ysis is not possible, we will report a narrative review of the 
findings according to the synthesis without meta- analysis 
guideline.42

Network meta-analysis
A Bayesian network meta- analysis will be performed using 
the package ‘gemtc’ of R V.4.1.1. software. We will conduct 
a Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation,43 and run both 
random- effects and fixed- effect models, according to 
guidance from the National Institute for Health and Care 
Excellence decision support unit documents.44 In order to 

improve the completeness of our research, we will report 
the results of both models. The model convergence will 
be assessed using the Gelman- Rubin plots method.45–47

Assessment of heterogeneity
According to the Cochrane handbook, we will perform a 
heterogeneity assessment using the τ2 statistic in network 
meta- analyses and the χ2 test and the I² statistic in pairwise 
analysis. Further, the I² statistic will be interpreted as follows.48

 ► 0%–40%: might not be important.
 ► 30%–50%: may represent moderate heterogeneity.
 ► 50%–90%: may represent substantial heterogeneity.
 ► 75%–100%: considerable heterogeneity.

Assessment of inconsistency
Consistency is a special type of heterogeneity to converge 
direct and indirect comparisons.49 50 Consistency testing 
is an important tool for identifying the applicability 
of network meta- analysis results.43 Therefore, we will 
perform a consistency test using the method presented by 
Bucher to statistically test the differences between direct 
and indirect comparisons (in pairs by each treatment) to 
demonstrate the significance of the network meta- analysis 
results.50

Risk of bias across studies
The possibility of publication bias will be evaluated by 
visual inspection of funnel plot.50 In addition, the risk of 
bias assessment tools will identify whether studies indicate 
selective reporting of outcomes.

Additional analyses
 ► Sensitivity analysis: We will perform sensitivity analyses 

to test the robustness of our review findings.
 – The analysis excluding non- peer reviewed studies.
 – The analysis excluding studies high risk of bias in 

almost domains.
 – The analysis to compare the results of the random- 

effects model and the fixed- effect model.
 – The analysis excluding missing data.

 ► Subgroup analysis: We will conduct the following 
subgroup analyses for primary outcomes.
 – Sex (male, female).
 – Level of injury (cervical, thoracic, lumbar).
 – Marital status (married, single).
 – Employment status (employed, unemployed).
 – Class of antidepressant (SSRI, SNRI, TCA, 

Monoamine oxidase inhibitor (MAOI), etc).

Confidence in cumulative evidence
We will evaluate the level of evidence (or quality) using the 
Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development 
and Evaluation approach. The level of evidence will be rated 
as high, moderate, low or very low.51 Factors that reduce the 
quality of evidence include risk of bias, indirectness, incon-
sistency, imprecision and publication bias. In addition, three 
factors promote the level of evidence: large effect size, dose–
effect relationship and related confounding.52
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DISCUSSION
Evidence synthesised through systematic review and 
network meta- analysis at the level of scientific persuasion 
is evidence with the highest level of confidence.53 54 The 
results derived through network meta- analysis play an 
important role in evidence- based decision making.53 55 56 
Therefore, our results obtained through the systematic 
review and network meta- analysis will be helpful in making 
important decisions in the treatment of depression in 
patients with SCI. Furthermore, our results may provide 
vital evidence that can be used to assist policy makers 
and clinical specialists in decision- making for managing 
patients with SCI and MDD or DD.

Ethics and dissemination
Our findings will be submitted for peer- reviewed publi-
cation. Deviations from the study protocol will be noted 
in the manuscript. Findings will be disseminated through 
conference presentations. Ethical approval and patient 
consent are not required since this is a systematic review 
and network meta- analysis based on published studies.
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APPENDIX 

 

MEDLINE search strategy 

 

1. Spinal Cord Injuries[mesh] or Spinal Cord Ischemia[mesh] or Paraplegia[mesh] or 

Quadriplegia[mesh] or Spinal Cord Diseases[mesh] or Spondylolisthesis[mesh] or Syphilis[mesh] 

or Myelitis, Transverse[mesh] or syringomyelia[mesh] or Multiple Sclerosis[mesh] 

2. "Spinal Cord Injur*"[tiab] or "Spinal Cord Trauma"[tiab] or "Traumatic Myelopath*"[tiab] or 

"Spinal Cord Transection*"[tiab] or "Spinal Cord Laceration*"[tiab] or "Post Traumatic 

Myelopath*"[tiab] or "Spinal Cord Contusion*"[tiab] or SCI[tiab] or "Spinal Cord Ischemia"[tiab] 

or "Spinal Cord Ischemia*"[tiab] or "Ischemic Myelopath*"[tiab] or Paraplegia*[tiab] or "Spinal 

Paraplegia*"[tiab] or "Flaccid Paraplegia*"[tiab] or "Spastic Paraplegia*"[tiab] or 

Quadriplegia*[tiab] or Quadriparesi*[tiab] or "Spastic Tetraplegia*"[tiab] or Tetraplegia*[tiab] 

or "Flaccid Tetraplegia*"[tiab] or "Flaccid Quadriplegia*"[tiab] or "Spinal Cord Diseas*"[tiab] 

or "Spinal Cord Disorder*"[tiab] or Myelopath*[tiab] or "vascular disorder*"[tiab] or "vascular 

lesion*"[tiab] or Spondylolisthes*[tiab] or Syphilis[tiab] or "Transverse Myelitis"[tiab] or 

"Transverse Myelopathy Syndrome*"[tiab] or Syringomyeli*[tiab] or Myelosyringos*[tiab] or 

"Morvan Disease*"[tiab] or "Disseminated Sclerosis"[tiab] or "Multiple Sclerosis"[tiab] 

3. 1 or 2 

4. Dysthymic Disorder[mesh] or Depression[mesh] or Depressive Disorder, Major[mesh] or 

Depressive Disorder[mesh] 

5. "persistent depressive disorder"[tiab] or "Dysthymic Disorder*"[tiab] or Dysthymia*[tiab] or 

"Dysthymia* and Chronic Depression*"[tiab] or "Dysthymia Persistent Depressive 

Disorder*"[tiab] or "Persistent Depressive Disorder Neurotic Depression*"[tiab] or DD[tiab] or 

Depression*[tiab] or "Depressive Symptom*"[tiab] or "Emotional Depression*"[tiab] or "major 

depression*"[tiab] or "Major Depressive Disorder*"[tiab] or MDD[tiab] or "Involutional 

Paraphrenia*"[tiab] or "Involutional Psychos*"[tiab] or "Involutional Depression*"[tiab] or 

"Involutional Melancholia"[tiab] or "Depressive Disorder*"[tiab] or "Depressive Neuros*"[tiab] 

or "Endogenous Depression*"[tiab] or "Neurotic Depression*"[tiab] or Melancholia*[tiab] or 

"Unipolar Depression*"[tiab] 

6. 4 or 5 

7. 3 AND 6 

8. Antidepressive Agents[mesh] or Serotonin Uptake Inhibitors[mesh] or Serotonin and 

Noradrenaline Reuptake Inhibitors[mesh] or Antidepressive Agents, Tricyclic[mesh] or 

Trazodone[mesh] or mirtazapine[mesh] or bupropion[mesh] or vortioxetine[mesh] or 

moclobemide[mesh] or Quetiapine Fumarate[mesh] or aripiprazole[mesh] or lithium[mesh] or 

thyroid hormones[mesh] or Citalopram[mesh] or Fluoxetine[mesh] or Fluvoxamine[mesh] or 

Paroxetine[mesh] or Sertraline[mesh] or Desvenlafaxine Succinate[mesh] or Duloxetine 

Hydrochloride[mesh] or Milnacipran[mesh] or Venlafaxine Hydrochloride[mesh] or 

Amitriptyline[mesh] or Clomipramine[mesh] or Doxepin[mesh] or Imipramine[mesh] or 

nortriptyline[mesh] or dothiepin[mesh] or Maprotiline[mesh] or Mianserin[mesh] or 

Cinacalcet[mesh] or Potassium Iodide[mesh] or Thyroxine[mesh] or Triiodothyronine[mesh] or 

Methylphenidate[mesh] or modafinil[mesh] 

9. "Antidepressive Agent*"[tiab] or Antidepressant*[tiab] or "Antidepressant Drug*"[tiab] or 

Thymoleptic*[tiab] or Thymoanaleptic*[tiab] or "antidepressant agent*"[tiab] 
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10. SSRI*[tiab] or "Serotonin Uptake Inhibitor*"[tiab] or "Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitor*"[tiab] or 

"Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitor*"[tiab] or "5 Hydroxytryptamine Uptake Inhibitor*"[tiab] 

or "5 HT Uptake Inhibitor*"[tiab] or "SSRIs and NRIs"[tiab] or "NRIs and SSRIs"[tiab] or 

SNRI*[tiab] or "Serotonin and Norepinephrine Reuptake Inhibitor*"[tiab] or "serotonin 

noradrenalin reuptake inhibitor*"[tiab] or "Serotonin and Noradrenaline Uptake Inhibitor*"[tiab] 

or "Serotonin and Norepinephrine Uptake Inhibitor*"[tiab] or "tricyclic antidepressant 

agent*"[tiab] or "Tricyclic Antidepressive Agent*"[tiab] or "Tricyclic Antidepressant 

Drug*"[tiab] or "Tricyclic Antidepressant*"[tiab] 

11. Trazodone[tiab] or "Gen Trazodone"[tiab] or Molipaxin[tiab] or Novo-Trazodone[tiab] or 

AF1161[tiab] or Trittico[tiab] or "PMS Trazodone"[tiab] or Ratio-Trazodone[tiab] or 

Thombran[tiab] or "Trazodon Hexal"[tiab] or "Trazodon Neuraxpharm"[tiab] or "Trazodone 

Hydrochloride"[tiab] or Trazon[tiab] or "Apo Trazodone"[tiab] or Nu-Trazodone[tiab]  

12. #8 OR #9 OR #10 OR #11 

13. mirtazapine*[tiab] or "6 Azamianserin"[tiab] or "ORG 3770"[tiab] or Rexer[tiab] or 

Remeron[tiab] or Norset[tiab] or Remergil[tiab] or Zispin[tiab] or Esmirtazapine*[tiab] or "Org 

50081"[tiab] or agomelatine*[tiab] or S20098[tiab] or thymanax[tiab] or valdoxan[tiab] or "AGO 

178"[tiab] or amfebutamone*[tiab] or Wellbutrin[tiab] or Zyban[tiab] or "Bupropion 

Hydrochloride"[tiab] or Quomen[tiab] or Zyntabac[tiab] or vortioxetine*[tiab] or Lu-

AA21004[tiab] or Brintellix[tiab] or "Vortioxetine Hydrobromide"[tiab] or moclobemide[tiab] or 

"Apo Moclobemide"[tiab] or Arima[tiab] or Aurorix[tiab] or Manerix[tiab] or Moclamine[tiab] 

or Aurorex[tiab] or "Chem mart Moclobemide"[tiab] or "DBL Moclobemide"[tiab] or 

Deprenorm[tiab] or Feraken[tiab] or "GenRX Moclobemide"[tiab] or "Healthsense 

Moclobemide"[tiab] or Moclix[tiab] or "Terry White Chemists Moclobemide"[tiab] or 

"Moclobemid Stada"[tiab] or "Moclobemid von ct"[tiab] or "Moclobemid1A Pharma"[tiab] or 

Moclobemid-Puren[tiab] or Moclobemid-ratiopharm[tiab] or Moclobeta[tiab] or Moclodura[tiab] 

or Moclonorm[tiab] or Nu-Moclobemide[tiab] or "PMS Moclobemide"[tiab] or Rimoc[tiab] or 

"Ro 11-1163"[tiab] or NovoMoclobemide[tiab] or "Moclobemid AZU"[tiab] or tianeptine[tiab] 

or coaxil[tiab] or "monosodium salt tianeptine"[tiab] or Stablon[tiab] or "atypical antipsychotic 

agent*"[tiab] or "atypical antipsychotic*"[tiab] or quetiapine[tiab] or "Quetiapine Fumarate"[tiab] 

or ICI-204636[tiab] or Seroquel[tiab] or aripiprazole*[tiab] or Abilify[tiab] or "OPC 14597"[tiab] 

or lithium*[tiab] or "thyroid hormone*"[tiab] or psychostimulant*[tiab] 

14. Cytalopram*[tiab] or Seropram*[tiab] or Escitalopram*[tiab] or Celexa*[tiab] or Lu-10-171[tiab] 

or "Citalopram Hydrobromide"[tiab] or "Escitalopram Oxalate"[tiab] or Lexapro[tiab] or  

fluoxetin*[tiab] or "Lilly110140"[tiab] or Sarafem*[tiab] or "Fluoxetine Hydrochloride*"[tiab] 

or Prozac[tiab] or fluvoxamin*[tiab] or Fluvoxadura*[tiab] or "Fluvoxamin AL"[tiab] or 

"Fluvoxamin beta"[tiab] or "Fluvoxamin Stada"[tiab] or Fluvoxamin-neuraxpharm[tiab] or 

"Fluvoxamin ratiopharm*"[tiab] or ratio-Fluvoxamine[tiab] or "Fluvoxamina Geminis"[tiab] or 

"Fluvoxamine Maleate"[tiab] or Luvox[tiab] or Floxyfral[tiab] or Fevarin[tiab] or Dumirox[tiab] 

or Faverin[tiab] or Novo-Fluvoxamine[tiab] or "Nu Fluvoxamine"[tiab] or PMS-

Fluvoxamine[tiab] or Desiflu[tiab] or DU-23000[tiab] or paroxetine*[tiab] or Aropax[tiab] or 

BRL29060[tiab] or FG-7051[tiab] or "Paroxetine Acetate"[tiab] or Seroxat[tiab] or "Paroxetine 

Hydrochloride Anhydrous"[tiab] or "Paroxetine Maleate"[tiab] or Paxil[tiab] or "Paroxetine 

Hydrochloride Hemihydrate"[tiab] or "Paroxetine Hydrochloride"[tiab] or sertraline*[tiab] or 

Zoloft[tiab] or Altruline[tiab] or Lustral[tiab] or Apo-Sertraline[tiab] or Aremis[tiab] or 

Besitran[tiab] or Sealdin[tiab] or Gladem[tiab] or Novo-Sertraline[tiab] or "ratio Sertraline"[tiab] 

or Rhoxal-sertraline[tiab] or "Sertraline Hydrochloride"[tiab] or "Gen Sertraline"[tiab] or 

desvenlafaxine*[tiab] or "Desvenlafaxine Succinate*"[tiab] or "O desmethylvenlafaxine 

Succinate"[tiab]  
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15. "WY 45233"[tiab] or Pristiq[tiab] or duloxetine*[tiab] or "Duloxetine Hydrochloride*"[tiab] or 

Cymbalta[tiab] or "Duloxetine HCl"[tiab] or LY248686[tiab] or LY227942[tiab] or 

milnacipran*[tiab] or milnacipran*[tiab] or "Milnacipran Hydrochloride"[tiab] or Savella[tiab] or 

Ixel[tiab] or "F 2207"[tiab] or venlafaxine*[tiab] or "Venlafaxine Hydrochloride*[tiab] or "Wy 

45030"[tiab] or "Sila Venlafaxine"[tiab] or Effexor[tiab] or Trevilor[tiab] or Vandral[tiab] or 

Efexor[tiab] or Dobupal[tiab] or Tryptine*[tiab] or Amineurin[tiab] or Amitrip[tiab] or 

"Amitriptylin Beta"[tiab] or "Amitriptylin Desitin"[tiab] or Amitriptyline*[tiab] or "Amitriptylin 

RPh"[tiab] or "Amitriptylin Neuraxpharm"[tiab] or "Amitriptyline Hydrochloride"[tiab] or 

Amitrol[tiab] or Anapsique[tiab] or "Apo Amitriptyline"[tiab] or Damilen[tiab] or Domical[tiab] 

or Laroxyl[tiab] or Lentizol[tiab] or Novoprotect[tiab] or Saroten[tiab] or Sarotex[tiab] or 

Syneudon[tiab] or Triptafen[tiab] or Endep[tiab] or Tryptizol[tiab] or Elavil[tiab] or 

Tryptanol[tiab] or amitriptylinoxide*[tiab] or Equilibrin[tiab] or Amioxid-neuraxpharm[tiab] or 

mioxid[tiab] or Ambivalon[tiab] or Clomipramine*[tiab] or Chlorimipramine*[tiab] or 

Hydiphen[tiab] or Anafranil[tiab] or "Clomipramine Hydrochloride"[tiab] or dibenzepin*[tiab] or 

Noveril[tiab] or "dibenzepin hydrochloride"[tiab] or Victoril[tiab] or dimetacrin*[tiab] or "SD 

709"[tiab] or "dimetacrine bitartate"[tiab] or "dimethacrine tartrate"[tiab] or "dimetacrine 

tartate"[tiab] or istonil[tiab] 

16. Dosulepin*[tiab] or Prothiaden[tiab] or "Dothiepin Hydrochloride"[tiab] ordoxepin*[tiab] or 

Deptran[tiab] or Desidox[tiab] or Doneurin[tiab] or Doxepia[tiab] or"Doxepin beta"[tiab] or 

"Doxepin Hydrochloride"[tiab] or "Doxepin RPh"[tiab] or Espadox[tiab] or Mareen[tiab] or 

Novo-Doxepin[tiab] or Prudoxin[tiab] or Quitaxon[tiab] or Sinequan[tiab] or Sinquan[tiab] or 

Zonalon[tiab] or Xepin[tiab] or Aponal[tiab] or Apo-Doxepin[tiab] or Imipramine[tiab] or 

Norchlorimipramine[tiab] or Imidobenzyle[tiab] or Imizin[tiab] or Tofranil[tiab] or Janimine[tiab] 

or Melipramine[tiab] or Pryleugan[tiab] or "Imipramine Pamoate"[tiab] or "Imipramine 

Hydrochloride"[tiab] or "Imipramine Monohydrochloride"[tiab] or lofepramine[tiab] or 

Lopramine[tiab] or Gamanil[tiab] or Deftan[tiab] or Gamonil[tiab] or "Lofepramine 

Hydrochloride"[tiab] or Lomont[tiab] or Feprapax[tiab] or "Leo 640"[tiab] or Deanxit[tiab] or 

melitracen[tiab] or Dixeran[tiab] or Melixeran[tiab] or Trausabun[tiab] or Nitroxazepine[tiab] or 

Sintamil[tiab] or 233-Go[tiab] or "2330 Go"[tiab] or nortriptyline*[tiab] or Desitriptyline[tiab] or 

Desmethylamitriptylin[tiab] or Allegron[tiab] or Apo-Nortriptyline[tiab] or Aventyl[tiab] or 

Gen-Nortriptyline[tiab] or Paxtibi[tiab] or Nortrilen[tiab] or "Nortriptyline Hydrochloride"[tiab] 

or "Novo Nortriptyline"[tiab] or Nu-Nortriptyline[tiab] or Pamelor[tiab] or PMS-

Nortriptyline[tiab] or "ratio Nortriptyline"[tiab] or Norfenazin[tiab] or noxiptiline*[tiab] or 

Agedal[tiab] or Elronon[tiab] or Nogedal[tiab] or Maprotilin*[tiab] or Dibencycladine[tiab] or 

Psymion[tiab] or Ludiomil[tiab] or Maprolu[tiab] or "Maprotilin Holsten"[tiab] or "Maprotilin 

neuraxpharm"[tiab] or "Maprotilin ratiopharm"[tiab] or "Maprotilin TEVA"[tiab] or "Maprotiline 

Hydrochloride"[tiab] or Mirpan[tiab] or "Novo Maprotiline"[tiab] or Ba34276[tiab] or 

Deprilept[tiab] or Mianserin*[tiab] or "Mianserin Hydrochloride"[tiab] or Tolvon[tiab] or 

Lerivon[tiab] or "Mianserin Monohydrochloride"[tiab] or "quinupramine 

monohydrochloride"[tiab] or Quinupramin*[tiab] 

17. Cinacalcet*[tiab] or "Cinacalcet Hydrochloride"[tiab] or Sensipar[tiab] or "AMG 073"[tiab] or 

"KRN 1493"[tiab] or "Lecithin iodide"[tiab] or iodide[tiab] or "Potassium Iodide"[tiab] or 

Antistrumin[tiab] or Iosat[tiab] or Thyroprotect[tiab] or Jodgamma[tiab] or "Jodid dura"[tiab] or 

"Jod beta"[tiab] or "Jodid ratiopharm"[tiab] or Jodid[tiab] or "Mono Jod"[tiab] or Pima[tiab] or 

SSKI[tiab] or "Ioduro Potasico Rovi"[tiab] or "Jodid Hexal"[tiab] or Thyroxine*[tiab] or 

Synthrox[tiab] or "Levothyroxine Sodium"[tiab] or Eltroxin*[tiab] or Thevier*[tiab] or 

Eltroxine[tiab] or Euthyrox[tiab] or Eutirox[tiab] or "L Thyrox"[tiab] or Levothyroxine[tiab] or 

"L Thyroxine*"[tiab] or Levoxine[tiab] or "Levo T"[tiab] or Levothroid*[tiab] or 

Novothyral[tiab] or Berlthyrox[tiab] or Dexnon[tiab] or Novothyrox[tiab] or Oroxine*[tiab] or 
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Synthroid[tiab] or "Levothyroxin Deladande"[tiab] or "Levothyroxin Delalande"[tiab] or 

Levothyroid[tiab] or Triiodothyronine[tiab] or Liothyronine[tiab] or "Liothyronine Sodium"[tiab] 

or Cytomel[tiab] or "T3 Thyroid Hormone"[tiab] or Methylphenidate*[tiab] or Metadate[tiab] or 

Equasym[tiab] or Methylin[tiab] or Concerta[tiab] or Phenidylate[tiab] or Ritalin[tiab] or 

Ritaline[tiab] or "Ritalin SR"[tiab] or Tsentedrin[tiab] or Centedrin[tiab] or Daytrana[tiab] or 

"Methylphenidate Hydrochloride"[tiab] or Vigil[tiab] or Sparlon[tiab] or Nuvigil[tiab] or 

Alertec[tiab] or Benzhydrylsulfinylacetamide[tiab] or Armodafinil[tiab] or "R Modafinil"[tiab] 

or Provigil[tiab] or Modiodal[tiab] or "CRL 40476"[tiab] 

18. #13 OR #14 OR #15 OR #16 OR #17 

19. Psychotherapy[mesh] or Cognitive Behavioral Therapy[mesh] or Mindfulness[mesh] or 

Psychosocial Intervention[mesh] or Interpersonal Psychotherapy[mesh] or Education[mesh] 

20. "Cognitive Behavioral Therap*"[tiab] or "Cognitive Therap*"[tiab]  or "Cognitive Behavior 

Therap*"[tiab] or "Cognitive Psychotherap*"[tiab] or "Cognition Therap*"[tiab] or 

Psychotherap*[tiab] or Mindfulness[tiab] or "Cognitive Remediation*"[tiab] or "Anger 

Management Therap*"[tiab] or "Anger Management Training*"[tiab] or "Anger 

Management*"[tiab] or "Applied Behavior Analys*"[tiab] or "Aversion Therap*"[tiab] or 

"Aversive Therap*"[tiab] or "Psychology Biofeedback*"[tiab] or Biofeedback*[tiab] or 

Myofeedback*[tiab] or "Psychologic* Desensitization"[tiab] or "Dialectical Behavior 

Therap*"[tiab] or "Relaxation Therap*"[tiab] or "Nature Therap*"[tiab] or "Relaxation 

Technique*"[tiab] or "Therapeutic Relaxation*"[tiab] or "Sleep Phase Chronotherap*"[tiab] or 

"Psychosocial Intervention*"[tiab] or "Psychological Intervention*"[tiab] or "Psychodynamic 

Psychotherap*"[tiab] or "Behavior Therap*"[tiab] or "Behavior Treatment*"[tiab] or "Behavior 

Modification*"[tiab] or "Psychoanalytic Therap*"[tiab] or "Psychoanalytical Therap*"[tiab] or 

Psychoeducation*[tiab] or "Interpersonal Psychotherap*"[tiab] or "Narrative Therap*"[tiab] or 

"Emotion Focused Therap*"[tiab] or Bibliotherap*[tiab] or "Color Therap*"[tiab] or "Crisis 

Intervention*"[tiab] or "Dance Therap*"[tiab] or "Psychological Feedback*"[tiab] or "Sensory 

Feedback*"[tiab] or Counseling[tiab] or Counselling[tiab] or "Directive Counseling"[tiab] or 

"Prescriptive Counseling"[tiab] or "Distance Counseling"[tiab] or "Pastoral Care*"[tiab] or 

"Pastoral Psycholog*"[tiab] or "Sex Counseling*"[tiab] or "activity scheduling"[tiab] or 

"communication training*"[tiab] or "social skills training*"[tiab] or "non directive supportive 

treatment*"[tiab] or "emotional adjustment*"[tiab] or "conditioning therap*"[tiab] or "Behavioral 

activation*"[tiab] or "Behavioural intervention*"[tiab] or Desensitization*[tiab] or 

Relaxation*[tiab] or CBT[tiab] or "acceptance and commitment therap*"[tiab] or "psychiatric 

therapeutic Process*"[tiab] or Education*[tiab] 

21. "Short Term Psychotherap*"[tiab] or "Solution Focused Brief Therap*"[tiab] or "Multiple 

Psychotherap*"[tiab] or "Rational Psychotherap*"[tiab] or "Rational Emotive 

Psychotherap*"[tiab] or "Milieu Therap*"[tiab] or "Group Psychotherap*"[tiab] or "Group 

Therap*"[tiab] or "Couples Therap*"[tiab] or "Couple Therap*"[tiab] or "Family Therap*"[tiab] 

or Psychodrama[tiab] or "Drama Therap*"[tiab] or Dramatherap*[tiab] or "Sensitivity Training 

Group*"[tiab] or "Encounter Group*"[tiab] or "Residential Treatment*"[tiab] or "Motivational 

Interviewing"[tiab] or "Gestalt Therap*"[tiab] or "Horticultural Therap*"[tiab] or Hypnosis[tiab] 

or "Psychother* Imagery"[tiab] or "Imagery Psychotherap*"[tiab] or Logotherap*[tiab] or 

"Music Therap*"[tiab] or "Person Centered Psychotherap*"[tiab] or "Client Centered 

Therap*"[tiab] or "Play Therap*"[tiab] or "Psychotherapeutic Process*"[tiab] or "Reality 

Therap*"[tiab] or "Schema Therap*"[tiab] or "Socioenvironmental Therap*"[tiab] or 

"Therapeutic Alliance*"[tiab] or Aromatherap*[tiab] or "Animal Assisted Therap*"[tiab] or "Art 

Therap*"[tiab] or Ecotherap*[tiab] or "Brief Advic*"[tiab] or "Screening and Brief 

intervention*"[tiab] or "Brief Treatment*"[tiab] or "Brief Intervention*"[tiab] or "Critical 

Incident Stress Debriefing"[tiab] or "Emotionally Focused Therap*"[tiab] or "Visual 
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Feedback*"[tiab] or "Sensorimotor Feedback*"[tiab] or "Audio Feedback*"[tiab] or 

"Proprioceptive Feedback*"[tiab] or "Rogerian Therap*"[tiab] or Imager*[tiab] or "Guided 

Imager*"[tiab] or "Directed Reverie Therap*"[tiab] or "Nondirective Therap*"[tiab] or 

"Sandplay Therap*"[tiab] or Sandpla*[tiab] or "Balint Psychoanalytic Therap*"[tiab] or 

"Psychiatric Therapeutic Process*"[tiab] or "Brief Psychotherap*"[tiab] or "peer support*"[tiab] 

22. Exercise[mesh] or Resistance Training[mesh] or Muscle Stretching Exercises[mesh] or 

Running[mesh] or Swimming[mesh] or Walking[mesh] 

23. Exercise*[tiab] or "Physical Activit*"[tiab] or "Physical Exercise*"[tiab] or "Exercise 

Training"[tiab] or Walking[tiab] or Gymnastic*[tiab] or Running[tiab] or Swimming[tiab] or 

"Compulsive Exercise*"[tiab] or "Human Physical Conditioning"[tiab] or "Human Physical 

Training"[tiab] or "Muscle Stretching Exercise*"[tiab] or "aerobic exercise*"[tiab] or 

"Resistance Training"[tiab] or "Strength Training"[tiab] or "Weight Lifting Exercise 

Program*"[tiab] or "Weight Bearing Strengthening Program*"[tiab] 

24. electroconvulsive therapy[mesh] or Electric Stimulation Therapy[mesh] or transcranial magnetic 

stimulation[mesh] or deep brain stimulation[mesh] or vagus nerve stimulation[mesh] or  

phototherapy[mesh] or Massage[mesh] or Hyperbaric Oxygenation[mesh] 

25. "electroconvulsive therap*"[tiab] or "Electroshock Therap*"[tiab] or "Electric Shock 

Therap*"[tiab] or ECT[tiab] or "Electric Stimulation Therap*"[tiab] or electrotherap*[tiab] or 

TMS[tiab] or "transcranial magnetic stimulation*"[tiab] or "Single Pulse Transcranial Magnetic 

Stimulation*"[tiab] or "Paired Pulse Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation*"[tiab] or "Repetitive 

Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation*"[tiab] or DBS[tiab] or "deep brain stimulation*"[tiab] or 

"Electrical Stimulation of the Brain"[tiab] or VNS[tiab] or "vagus nerve stimulation*"[tiab] or 

"Vagal Nerve Stimulation*"[tiab] or phototherap*[tiab] or "Light Therap*"[tiab] or 

"Photoradiation Therap*"[tiab] or Massage[tiab] or "Massage Therap*"[tiab] or "Zone 

Therap*"[tiab] or "Hyperbaric Oxygen*"[tiab] or "Hyperbaric Oxygen Therap*"[tiab] 

26. #19 OR #20 OR #21 OR #22 OR #23 OR #24 OR #25 

27. #12 OR #18 OR #26 

28. #7 AND #27 
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